NP stability in cCCM. A) The 20 nm Au@PVP (left) and the 46 nm Au@PVP NPs (right) were incubated for 24 hours in cCCM at 37 °C. Immediately after the incubation started (red) and 24 hours later (black) their UV-Vis extinction spectra were collected. No red shift is observed for either of the Au NPs indicating that the aggregation in cCCM is negligible and the PVP surface coating is sufficient to stabilize the NPs. B) SiO 2 NPs were incubated in cRPMI (250 µg mL -1 ) for 24 hours and further visualized using CryoTEM.
Single particles were clearly visible and little to no aggregation was observed. #print/export the results for this experiment readout <-cat ("Experiment " , experiment , " finished (", cell_numberStart , " > " ,nrow(MFI), " cells) \n") #Update the total MFI of all cells total_cells_MFI = total_cells_MFI + nrow(MFI) } #Closes FOR loop of experiments #Calculate the Mean/Median/standard deviation fluorescence intensity from the arrays sd <-apply(MeanMatrix, 1, sd) mean <-apply(MeanMatrix, 1, mean) median <-apply (MeanMatrix, 1, median) #Output the data as a plot of the MFI over all timepoints and summarize the simulation plot(mean) readout <-cat("Started with ", experiments * cell_numberStart , " mother cells and ended with " , total_cells_MFI, " daughter cells after " , mitotic_Event, " mitotic events")
Scale bar= 250 nm

